
JUD 1 

NT10: JUDE  

 

((JUDE)) 

PRAY 

Last week we began this incredible book by DISCOVEREING its BACKSTORY, and THEME… 

Which means that WHAT we are ready to DIG INTO today is ITS INSTRUCTION… 

BEFORE we do that (though) allow me to remind you of what THE THEME is (again) SINCE it directly 

relates to where we will be going in its INSTRUCTION. 

We determined (based predominately on Jude’s plea in verse 3 “to CONTEND—or FIGHT HARD—for the 

faith once for all handed down to the saints”---as well as the background information regarding the 

LARGE GAP left by the death of most of the apostles and the TRUTH that the CHURCH continues to exist 

in the midst of SPIRITUAL WAR---as well as the fact THAT this is a letter addressed to ALL CHRISTIANS----

THAT the THEME of this LITTLE BOOK is… 

A PASSIONATE APPEAL TO EVERY MEMBER WARFARE 

IOW:  That we as followers of Christ and members of His church have NOW all been called into ACTIVE 

DUTY… 

To take up our spiritual SWORDS and ENTER into the BATTLE which continues to RAGE (and threatens to 

EXTINGUISH the flame of the CHRISTIAN FAITH)… 

And such WARFARE is TRULY necessary of ALL of US not only because the SUPER SOLDIERS of old (the 

apostles) are no longer among us---BUT ALSO---(and more importantly) because the ENEMY is already 

behind allied lines---which is where we LET off last week in our discussion…   



Verse 4 says they have “crept in un-noticed” = pareise,dusan = to stealthy sneak in or settle 

alongside (which is why v12 calls them “hidden reefs”;  they are same as those Paul speaks about in 2Ti 

3:1-9…v6—AND---Act 20:29-30.  Eventually they become obvious, but not until the damage is already 

done. 

Which MEANS IF we ARE to wage successful warfare, TWO things wb required of us:  IDENTIFYING who 

they ARE before it is TOO LATE---and (secondly)possessing the PROPER battle skills to DEFEAT them. 

AND that (then) IS THE INSTRUCTION found in our remaining VERSES… 

THEY REPRESENT the BATTLE INSTRUCTIONS from OUR COMMANDING OFFICER (the Lord JESUS CHRIST) 

which WILL HELP US both identify the enemy and effectively fight against him. 

SO TWO THINGS (or requirements) THEN for THIS WARFARE we have all been called to…two points of 

instruction…THE FIRST we will handle today and the second NEXT week. 

And since they are SO very pregnant in the diversity of information they each provide as well as big in 

their breadth of verses to be covered---I have decided to break EACH one out –INCLUDING ALSO the 

sub-points (so you will be getting those TODAY as well). 

Starting (then) WITH the FIRST…  

1.  “Every member warfare” requires correct identification of the enemy. 

Why this is so important = You can’t ( or won’t) effectively fight what ( or who) you can’t identify!  And 

in this case—it is not something that WB so obvious---which is why WE NEED training as to what to look 

FOR! 

Which means this is where we MUST start:  Identification of the enemy. 

And (according to JUDE) there are (at LEAST) FIVE things which MARK them out as such… 

1.1  They are “insiders” (4-“crept in un-noticed long ago designated for this condemnation”). 

What this whole (first phrase tells us): 

1.1.1 That we should expect and accept that the enemy will fool us at first. 



This (again) is what makes them “insiders”.  This fact (however) should NOT cause us to BE in 

denial ONCE we begin to see the SIGNS of who they truly are—(as the saying goes)… 

“Fool me once shame on you, fool me twice, shame on me…” 

1.1.2 That God was never caught off guard by their actions (i.e. they were not “un-noticed” to 

Him). 

“long ago designated for this condemnation” = Before the foundation of the world, GOD 

ordained them to the  awful condemnation of coming into His covenant community (and sharing 

the benefits of that place)---YET having no legitimate right to be there (or to share in such 

benefits).  They are insiders YET trespassers (b/c they are not elect unto salvation but 

damnation)(1Pe 2:8).  Whether people like it or not, the Bible clearly teaches “double 

predestination” (Rom 9). 

What else Jude tells us about them as insiders: They are among her leadership and teachers (i.e. 

her elders and pastors) (12-“shepherds feeding themselves…”) 

What NOT to miss in emphasizing this point: Those considered our enemies (by Scripture) are 

NOT outside the church—BUT IN (just as they were in Jesus’ day—His opponents were those 

WITHIN the religious community).  They are also (and most dangerously) a part of her 

leadership—those people WHO WE have already assumed to be “good, godly and trustworthy 

men with the Scriptures”. 

(Here however is what they teach…) 

1.2   They teach a false gospel which exchanges submission for sensuality, Lordship for licentiousness. 

*More than anything else this is WHAT makes them our enemies. 

((4b—“ungodly people who…”)) 

“pervert the grace of our God” = The “grace of God” refers to His gracious offer of the gospel.  Which 

means that THIS is what they are perverting (or changing).  Which CONFIRMS that what Jude is 

indicating is that these individuals are embracing and teaching a false GOSPEL message. 

 



 

(Consider w/me then…)How it is different from the true/sound GOSPEL: 

“pervert…into sensuality” = (lit.) licentiousness.  Both of these terms (sensuality or licentiousness) refers 

to behavior which is driven (or dictated) by fleshly desires (i.e. what I feel like doing) rather than WHAT 

God says (to do) (v8-it “defiles the flesh” versus bringing it in submission to God and His Word—which is 

the idea behind “self-control”—we control self for God’s purposes not our own--Act 24:25; 2Co 10:5) 

(2Pe 2:2, 18). 

“deny our only Master and Lord Jesus Christ” = Submission to Jesus as Lord (or Master) as a part of 

receiving Him as Savior is seen as optional (“nice but NOT necessary”) (2Pe 2:1).  Which means (then) 

there is “denial” (or rejection) or what the Scriptures CLEARLY teach regarding this:  THAT SUBMISSION 

to CHRIST as LORD is MANDATORY for salvation (LBS!!!!!) (Luk 6:46-49; Mat 7:21-27). 

*some have attempted to translate this phrase as referring to all those religious teachers out there 

WHO deny Jesus as Lord (in the sense of Him being God or the Christ) (ex. Muslims, Buddhists, Oprah).  

The problem w/such a translation is that it FORGETS what we learned in the previous point:  THEY Are 

INSIDERS!!!!  Which means that their denial of Jesus is not objective (i.e. they deny Who He is or what 

He did.  If that was the case, hardly could Jude say they have “crept in un-noticed” since we would pick 

up on that immediately!); it is instead subjective (or relational.  It is IOW what they believe is required of 

them in relation to Him that is the problem). 

**This is (ml) why Jude calls them “scoffers” (18) = they “scoff” at what is clearly taught by Jesus and the 

apostles in the biblical text regarding submission and Lordship. 

***This is (no doubt) a part of the why he ALSO says (in v8) they “reject authority” = they reject the 

authority of Christ (as Lord) –as well as—the authority of His Word (regarding this issue of Lordship) 

choosing INSTEAD to DO ONLY what they feel like (or see only certain portions of God’s Word as 

authoritative--this is the problem in Mat 7:21-23). 

Statements made today which communicate this:  

“Unity in the essentials, charity in the non-essentials” 

The SERIOUSNESS of this issue (a gospel which “defiles the flesh” and “rejects authority” is DRIVEN 

HOME by JUDE’S reference to THREE HISTORICAL EXAMPLES: 



 1.2.1 The Exodus: ((5)) (Num 14:28-30—“destroyed”) 

1.2.2 The Fall of the Angels: ((6)) (Rev 12:3-4—“kept in eternal chains under gloomy darkness 

until the judgment of the great day”—2Pe 2:4---some already there) 

        1.2.3 Sodom and Gomorrah: ((7)) (Gen 19:24—undergoing the punishment of eternal fire”). 

(important note):  “which likewise indulged in sexual immorality...” refers to the “surrounding 

cities” and NOT the angels (from the previous verses).  Some have taken this position and read it 

back into (Gen 6:4).  This however causes HUGE theological problems (God becomes the guilty 

author of sin). 

What this makes these embracing and teaching this false gospel = false teachers (2Pe 2:1-2) 

*The difference between false teachers and teachers in error = one is heretical in teachings on the 

gospel, the others are good in their belief/teaching on the gospel but heretical in their 

teaching/positions on other doctrine; one is damned the others not—but may be in danger of such.  

**This is why Paul writes what he does in (1Co 3:10-17) 

(what else THEN we need to know to correctly identify them is that)… 

 

 


